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A Refined Approach to Meet Professional 
Requirements 
11le RS • I 2,1,, re.. opeuleel Je, Je.igned 
professional and semi.prolessional applications in broadcast-
mg. recording, and film making. The major feature of this 
deck is its "isolated loop" transport which maintains stable 
tape tension, thereby greatly limiting modulation noise and 
wow and flutter. The large 3.Imm diameter capstan is driven 
by a quartt locked direct drive motor which assures out. 

standing speed accuracy (no more than 0.05% speed fluctuation 
and 0.1% deviation). IC logic control. air-damped tension 

cri dri,e reel pro,de operational 

convemenee and rehability. Highly linear amp circuits and 
stalailimd bias circuitry provide excellent overall performance. 

For complete and accurate calibration, the deck is equipped 
with adjustable record bias. adjustable EQ and level calibra-
tions for both record and playback, and test oscillator. For 
professional requirements. an NAB/IEC selector, balanced 
connectors, and 19-Inch rack mount brackets are also 
provided. 



The Superiority of the Isolated 
Loop Transport 
Tape Transport Performance 
Requirements 
For any professional application. a tape transport must 
provide. 
I) Correct and stable tape speed which is free from speed 

vanation ot deviation. regardless of tape position. 
2) Very low wow and flutter. 
3) Very loa. stable tape tension to maintain optimum tape-in-

head contact and minimize modulation noise, keel fluctua-
tions, head wear, and dropouts. 

0) Quick start-up to rated speed without hunting and over.. 
shoot. 

The Technics RAB Series Isolated Loop system more han meets 
all of these requirements. As explained below, this transport is 
inherently supedor to conventional designs. In fact. performance 
is an stable and precise that it reveals inaccuracies in the very 
test tapes used to measure such basic parameten as wow and 
flutter and speed deatton. 

Technics Single Capstan vs. 
Conventional Double Capstan 

oillotn,cot tape tenyLon Iluyiunens,aused by reel torque. 
the Technics single capstan system has significant advantages. 
The double caqtan approach depends on variations in the 
speed of the two capstans and in the pressure of the two pinch 
rollers to maintain the desired rape tension. This makes speed 
and tension adjustment complex and difficult, and increases 
the tape tension. The relatiwly long distaron between the two 
capstans over which the tape must stretch contributes to 
Meer modulation noose and scrape flutter. 
In contrast. the Technics single capstan system maintaim 
exactly the same speed and pinch roller pressure on both sides 
of the capstan . The wide contact area between the pinch 
rotten and the angle extra-large capstan altotax for lower tape 
tension. Tape tension is low (about 80 grams) and very steady, 
partially been the tae path between the capstan and the 
reversing roller is relatively short. Sr, modulation noise. wow 
and flutter, and level fluctuations are dramatically reduced. 
Add to bicihe quart( locked slow.speed direct capstan dove 
system (which is aided by tension controlled direct dnve reel 
motors and andamped tension rollers), and it becomes 
obvious bar the Technics isolated loop system achieves 
enviable overall performance. 
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Isolated Loop Construction 

Large Single Capstan 
Th apstan is 3.1 nun in diameter 
several 5 times larger than 

conventional capstans) and is 
dnven by a low speed direct 
dnve motor (213.3 rpm al the 

e c  

15 ips tape speed). Therefore. 

or  there are no intemsit tent belts 
pulleys to wear, slip. or other. 

wise interfere with speed accuracy. 
Since the capstan is very large, it can \' 
be manufactured vnthin an extremely 
precise roundness tolerance, which further reduces wow and 
flutter. And since the influences of reel torque and tension 
fluctuations have been eliminated. tape speed reaches a previ-
oudy unheard of kvel of accuracy: fluctuation n 0.05% or 
less: deviation 00.10% or less. 

Double Pinch Rollers 
Hmh pinch rollers are the same sue and apply constant 
pressure over a relatively wide area of he capstan. They are 
controlled by a ongle solenoid so dui there is a small note lag 
between each roller's intlial contact with the tape. This 
provides sonect tape tension within the closed loop ( which, of 
course. Cor iaces the heads) without the need for the staggered 
contact patterns seen in other single capstan designs. 

Reversing Roller 
Ihe reversing roller Menges the tape direction at Me 
mid.point of the closed loop te addition to greatly 
reducing the inertial mass which facilitates rapid 
rise finis.. Mis roller has an added benefit of reducing 
olodo,,,Too 

Air-Damped Tension Rollers 
Mime, the corre,I 

damping coefficients fot each direction. them imision rollers 
help assure quick trainmen, of rated speed and correct tension 
wihtout the huntingbehavior that may be premnt in other designs. 
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Capstan Motor: Quartz PLL Direct 
Drive 
The Original Direct Drive 
System 
As the ongmator and foremost proponent of direct drive in 
both tunnables and tape decks, Technics motors boast 
performance characteristics which am unnvalled. Capstan, 
flywheel, and motor rotor form one integrated unit with 

no belts or speed reduction devices to introduce flutter and 
instabilities. Furthermore, the low speed DC design is more 
efficient, quieter, and cooler than its AC counterpart. This 
means extremely high reliability and lonetemi dependability. 
And the motor is coupled with a frequency generator (built to 
very precise specifications and designed to avoid amplitude 
modulation problems) which controls the speed of the motor. 
These 3 design charactensfics combine to achieve superb 
performance. 

Quartz PLL Control 
The FG signal from the motor is frequency divided and 

compared with the reference denved from ha practically 
unwavering qoutz oscillator frequency. Since this is a phase 
locked loop servo circuit, detection and correction of the 
slightest speed fluctuation occurs instantaneoualy. more 
are no problems with overcortection or lag, which can some. 
times occur anth a conventional speed control design. The 
overall result is outstanding motor speed accuracy which 

results in tape speed stability unmatched by other open reel 
decks. Worn and flutter is no more than 0.018% (WRIAS): 

e0.035S ( DIN) at 15 ips. 

Quartz Controlled Stroboscope 
The revelling roller at the bottom of the isolated loop is 
marked with a arrobo pattern which Is illuminated by a 
quartz oscillator controlled LED. This is useful for venfica. 
non of any variations caused by dirt build-tip on the rollers 
and guides. Technics isolated loop system 13 the first and 
only transpon which is accurate enough to permit mike. 
non of the correct speed with a stroboscope; only a system 
of such enormous accuracy could benefit from the precision 
afforded by a quartz strobe. 

Pitch Control (±6%) 
You can override the quartz PLL circuitry with the rota 
control knob. It permits up to sea tape speed variation during 
both recording and playback. 

Tape Speed DrelMion 
RS.100,02 

Famous Peeress, Mend 
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Reel Motors: Direct Drive with 
Tension Control 
DC Motor Design 
While more decks use flu motors lor reel drive, elec RACOA02 
employs direct diive DC motors specially developed for their 
particular applIcanons, these motors provide all he benefits 
associated with the dimd drive principle. Furthemtore , the 
DC design allows precise control of motor torque. presenting 
torque ripple from being translated Into load fluctuations on 
the capstan - this eliminates a major cause of flutter. 

Electronic Tape Tension Control 
Tape tension Ls evenly maintained from the beaming to the 
end of the reels, ewe when reels of differing sizes are used. 
This Ls made possible by e eketronic tape tension control 
ystem. which regulates torque based on the rotation cycle of 
he reels (le how much tape Is on either reel). Not only does 
his system optimize tape transport within the isolated loop, It 
also assures very smooth tape orInding. 
And the load on all moving parts is reduced, to provide 
excellent lung term performance and reliatidIty. 

Block Dinraun of Tam limbo Control 

e 

Improved Reel Locks 
Our new, improved hub adaptors securely fasten IOW reels 
directly to the hubs. ensuring both easy removal of the tape 
reels. and a better lit. 

Aluminum Diecast Chassis 
For precise and stable mounting of the motors and other panr. 
this unit is built wrth a rigid ¡teem, aluminum chassis. 



Tape Transport Control 

IC Logic Control 
I o allow transport mode bnot:Inng In any sequence, this deck 
is equipped with sophisticated logic circuitry which conttols 
both timing and braking. So, even wIth thin tapes. there's no 
need to worry about stretching the tape when going from fast-
forward to atop. All transport switches are electronic, and can 
he activated with a flight pressure of only 100g. 

Electro-Brake 
boung o.nwoot 'node swo,Yong,,tn 1..1:mg system 

automancally applws reverse torque to the reels to slow down 
the tape before mechanical braking is applied. Therefore. 
operation te smooth. quiet. and dependable, salute both the 
tape and the transport mechanism are protected from undue 
stress and strain. 

Quick Play 
When switclung from a lao-wind mode into play. °MY 0.7 
second elapses between the instant when the reels stop and 
playback begins. Such quick operation is possible because 
the logic control is combined with electronte detection of the 

reel motion, 

Remote Control Available 
The optional RP-9690 unit allows remote control of all trans. 

port functions with IC logic and feather touch convenience. The 
cord is 16 feet in length. 

Timer Start 
Engaging the timer watt button permits automatic recording 
or playback using an extetnal timer. 

Safety Auto-Stop 
A real advantage which helps avoid accidents dunng busy 
schedules, the autostop feature automatically brakes the reels 
if the tape runs out, on if the tape is halted for more than 3 

seconds. 



Head Block 

2-Track 2-Channel Record!Playback 
The head block is designed for remarkably easy access. whtch 
fat:dames convernent maintenance ami adjustment. Tape 
thicadmg quIck and eary _ because the tape only has to be 
pulled around the complete head assembly. 
When new heads are needed. replacement le simple with the 
phtgen design (Note: Readjustment will he '<gutted foi 
opttmurn performance after replacement I. 

rave no.. 

Extremely Durable SX Heads 
Produced wIth a Technus-developed squeere cast tng process 
whach cominges specter addrnves cash the bas,, sendust alloy_ 
the playback and recorehng heads exhtbil great durability to 
ensure long life. Ruh a hardness of 590 on the Vicken scale. 
the send., tape contact area musts tape abrasion much like 
Rune heads. yet matntains the low distortion aurciated with 
the tclatively soft permallos configuration. Tn reduce the 
donlow effect t the playback head surface is finnhed m 
X.shape. The erase head u double-gap fern. which exhrnits 
lugh efficiency 

,Specitication• oh RSIOA02 Heads 

Recording Mode Selector 
An LLD hc.omc 'Rummaged when the left end rudu channel 
recordma mode selectors am activated. Tho helps avord 
accadental recordma over desired mateal. 
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Editing Facilities 

Edit Dial in Reversing Roller 
Fu aicu,ulladilingwilli no danger of 

harming the heads. this unit is equipped 
with a unique edit dial, it can be used flu, 
way: when you have centered the precise 
piece of tape to be cut on the playback 
head. you line up the dot on the inner 

edit dial with one of the two dots on the 
reversing roller. Then simply adrence the 
tape by hand until the reversing roller has 
moved exactly half of one Cum. At this 
point. the spot on the tape previously 
selected for editing will be located right 
next Co the tape position marker. Then 
simply press the tape agpinst the marker 
with your fingertip. This wdl mark the 
spot CO he edited 

Cue/Edit Switch 
Sliding ihis laver to the lull allows audio playback during 
hand-controlled reel movement (and FF and REW). In the 
locked position, the tape can be dump edited by pressing the 
play button. During editing. accidental contact with the trans. 

Po. mode hullnuT (othet then SioP)will have no effect. Mere-
by preventing accidents. When editing thin tape or in high 
hinnidlly. it may become necessary to use the accessory pinch 
roller cover Cu avoid wrapping the tape around the right pinch 
roller when unreeling or editing. 

Real-Time Counter (15ips) 
.11 ins I s iiis speed. this pre,,e mcl,at es clap., 

minutes and seconds with real.nme accuracy 01 T1%. Ai other 
speeds. IC can be used aaa reference. instead of a conventional 



Calibration and Adjustment for 
Optimum Tape Performance 

• • 
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3-Position Bias and EC 
Selectors 
For, compatibility with all major tape formulations. this unit is 

equipped with independeni hits an,1 cipialitation 
electors. 

Bias Fine-Adjustment Control 
Bias 15 . 

selectorI liii perouN adiuNoncnts tor ob,iming onumurn 
performance with virtually any tape. 

EC Fine-Adjustment Control 
(Record/Playback) 
lied m conjuncoon with the bias fineodjustment controls, 
the recording EQ adjustment control provtdes further meet. 
non for matching particular tape characteristics. The playback 
EC) adjustment control is useful for compensating for head 
wear. when new heads are installed_ or optimizing perform-

Record and Playback Level 
Calibrations 
Wien combined with the test-tone oscillator, these controls 
all,ca compensation for dtfferences te tape sensttivity and 
output level characteristics. This is particularly important for 
matching with extemal noire reduction equipment. 

NAB/IEC Playback EQ Selector 
This switch allows you to correct playback equalization for 
either NAB or WU 15 ips tapes. At 7-1/2 and 3.3/0 ips, this is 
nol necenary. since he playback EQ is identical for both NAB 
and WC. 

Built-in Test-Tone Oscillator 
This built-in oscillator generates 1 kHz and 10 kilt test tones. 
which are useful for making precise bias. EQ. and level adjust. 
men, the same lest-Inner . rre Available at the line output 

for checking ilie r. • • amber equipment. 

VU Meters with Sensitivity 
Selector and Peak Indicators 
(+10dB) 
For more precise indication when using the test-tone 
oscillator. a switch increases meter sensitivity by 10 dB. A 
fail-safe watching system prevents + 10 dB operation when the 
test oscillator is not being used. 

m 7 " 
Vl 



Standard Settings of Blau and SO Selectors 
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Audio Amplifiers 

Microphone Amplifier 
The microphone amp circuitry exhibits wide dynamic range. 
high S/N rail, and wide frequency range. 11 employs 3-stage 
direct-coupled circuitry with low noise silicon transistors in 
the first stage. A 20 dB attermator switch extends dynamic 
range to 75 dB to minimise the danger of clipping at high 
input levels or when employing high efilmemy microphones. 

Recording Amplifier 
This amp's single ended push-pull (SEPP)output stage takes 
maximum advantage of the power supply voltage to ensure 
wide dynamic range. linearity extends up to .28.5 dB 
Il Hie) over 0 VU reference, so that there ssno chance of 
the recording amp overloading before the tape reaches 
saturation. Consequently, the SIN ratio is excellent. 

Mixing Amplifier 
7i...instals combined with FET circuitry reduce mixing lossee 
and eliminate mutual interference. so a change in TIC input 
level does not affect line input level. 

High Output Headphone Amp 
The headphone amp's output is exceptionally high ( 80 mV I. 
which will dnve virtually any headphones on the market 
today. 

Output Reference Level 
On the output level control. position 'If" indicates a 0 dB 
output led, which cm bc used for calibration purposes. 

Level Controls with Markers 
The input. output. and mic level controls have con“ntric, 
user-selectable preset markers. Al the leve indicated by Me 
marker, these level controls click into • detentatop. All 3 of 
these level controls use ganged friction-coupled knobs. 

Mk Amp Input/Output Cha acteristica 

Rnegsfdlelg Me Input/Output Characteristics 

"MM. la. WM 

Level Diagram 

of Audio Section 



Balanced Connectors 
The 3 uww pas Indude a slider swaa W elther 
balanced or unbalanced irte Inputs. With the 3 output jacks. 
two unbalanced output and I balanced outputs are all avail. 
able at the same time. 

Load Impedance Selector 
Ibis switch selects either .00 ohms or more than 10 kohms 
impedmce depending on the requirements of the equipment 
connected to the balanced output tennintla. 

li 
>ma .namo, 

00 0 0 

00 

Block Diagram of Audio Section 



MIC Unbalanced 
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Technical Specifications 
TRANSPORT 

Tape Weth .163 NW. 
0 030 (1 75mm) tree erlOh(2•1.010 

Chan. and Track 2 2-hack record and playback 
SP.:15 3 see. 15. 7 12 and 3•3/4 rps 081. 

1905 and 9.53./S) 
Mar devlat. ±-0 1% 11110 fluctuation 
005% al 15 IN O.., 
Pilch con/rot 04% (reo. ...91 

Real Sin 5 to 1002" (13 to 2137.1 Elk or NAB. 
Oa. or a 

Wow and Flutter Iowa/III (JIS Nigh. OIN weight. (NAB 
ROO 0.) 1411w,1,11. 

R.) 
15 roe (313crnIs4 0018% .0 035% 0 045% 
7 112 1.119011.00 OW% OM% 007% 
DOI IN (9.5.. 006% .0 12% 075% 

Crna Counter ±0±0.041 manilas and seconds 
541,400175*02±7*10,10.15 6/5 r t5 

Aucurecir . 1% at 15 IN (36crrUsl 
Fes, W.Ding TIrna less than 150sec Ior 25. I. (762. tePe 

Ouivir•phase-loeel cam. OC ..less 
deed,. motor 

Real Drive 2 DC brushkes direct clnye motors 
000 wilh tape tensen cont. 

Capabety Edo nurker, use dump or cue/rein500 
using echt dial and.ror c. mulch 

Tape Tenuon Cons.t al all speeds and reel soN. 
Supply and talre•up .nsion control. 

Auto-Slop Detect. RMS., roller Nachos fox end of tape 
running. or Tension control <rm. stops the 
opera. with«, 3 sec for ...NI s. 
ol lakerup reel motor 

Rornole Courol Functions. Rechrtay(PauseeFiRevreStop 
Remote con. und RP•9030 crwicually 
avaNgie 

ELECTRONICS 

Heads }heed system 
Si( (Sendusl Eatl0 fe.s for record 

and Otrybrek 
I fenny need for erasure 

270rriV1-20010.101/9. may input 
O0420 I5c11. 5010 1% Th0 

Unheancart 601re/ 1-24113.01710 Ighono type (.01 
m. Input . (Lrne inpul 
conruct. to LINE IN le. cont... 

0.25inVII-'72)dleies 71r0r:hone lype WOO 
m. 08/0 0±51 . • 1540,1 at 1100 1% 
THD 

atienoalen 0201B. 

1229V 10.13.6004 output level cont. 

al .ume •Ir 19V u 0413.  load impedance 6000911210 or mac maximum. 

Unbalanced. 0120V 9072911111180 output Nei control at 
volume -8-, ISM 1.1B. muumuu 
ioad Irteedence 221,º Over (Phooe Hoe 
AAA/ 

HEADPHONE. 

Frequency RNponse 

15 us 13.Wirk 

702 Ipall9c.e). 

PIrrps• eeT4 
03/4 Re 00.57 

Delorten: 

Charmer Repenter, 
Erase DO. 
OPeratrng Level EIVU1 
Becoming B. 
Bus Level. 

Test Oscrilator 

65. output cont. at volume -DI 
NO rm..° Pc cslevo phON tYPe 
eu00 
(over. 
rec 
-10013 30-30.03010 -300 

ISO -22.00010 12001 
OVO 30-200.0 • 3c1I3 

I.-20000Hz , dB) 
20-25.000N - 3013 

.0 20-20.00010 .3c1B 
(30-20.000N -i2dB) 

2010 20-•15.0.17 7371B 
rover. A Hewn/. at 121-17 
050..0 (370.19rn) 
67c113 0.0 
6720 0200 
Efide oda 
6.WIem ± It de .rxe a Oyu of 

71-113 is .s than 3% 
370nWtem ± NB above OVU of 
DOW.. 
IneEnaleed rich NIA erased OA type 207 
tape 
(oweralli Total Hareenu 0I5lO07000(1007 
al 400. all speeds 
.s than 0.8% al 185nenyern Oyu, 
less than 2% at 370nWlehri 1-.131 
better than 50dEl at 1109 
.ler tNn 65c1B, 11. 7-1071E1 
1Mo.. 
120100 
loose Ion B. seuctor fFne•aderstment 

0 . 110% 
Frne•adrustrnen1 range Deere.. to 
Mandan, value at pouten 

NAB sta.ard lOI all speeds and 
inietchat. *COCO) sta.ard fox /5 IN 
P.C.SI daybed, 
3-postlen EO sehactor and fineagerairnent 
oar.. lox reccul and gleybecl; ,..., 
FIrwadreent range, t3001 a 

, Pof ErD, B. ton and 
Icenter °IOC of hne Bras. EO achustment 
contr. set tc. 3I0 lyue 207 tege 
Or.101017 

PHYSICAL 

Rover Recheremente AC I2DV. 50/6010. 1.2 

rrrsionsi.W.D7 utz.11,en1).-
M,7..«.1.7.V.Z1r. and. 
19 .h recly 

Specrfeetens based on uee of 341 type 207 tape 
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Dimensions ewsruww—wil mama 
with Shell 
Brackets 0 0 

Precision Audio Test Tape 
Ouring the unal stmci of Mc development of the isolated 
loop transport, u became clear that the worles m. mucus 
tee tapes were not manufactured with the yanie degree of 
speed accuracy as this new transport system was capable of. 
Practically speaking, thIlmeent that such standard tapes were 
not useful fot maintaming e.Bol during Mam Prodrferkaar 

of I echnirk isolated limp tam recorders. hemline twcame 
neeessary to develop and produce new test tapes irking a new 
and much more precise method of measuong 'Peed armmalle• 
Man the conventionally recorded 3k/fr test signal. In favt, 
measurements using 3klfr test tapes showed different 
frequency changes between start •. finish of Mc tape 
depending on which tape was used. To eliminate this problem. 
Techmcs engineers came tip with a symmetrical head flux 
calibration method which could produce • test tape accurate 
enough for testing the Isolated loop. Thu was followed by 
aPeCial new test tapes for frequency response, munuth, tape 
speed and wow d flutter at Me three standard lape speeds. 


